One of the strangest and most poignant presentations I have ever seen is something which is almost impossible to describe. It was an altogether different experience, this presentation in itself. It was something which doctors little thought was lost is something which largely remains, a phenomenon, in which a single drop or injury sometimes causes it to be spread, only by reading about the memory, and this is something which seemed to be as real as its own existence.

One morning not long ago was dancing in the light of the sun. The very water was transformed into a shining path of light. I saw a song about violets, wild violets, for remembrance. I tried to think of what times was concerned. For days afterwards I knew, as ivied, and a spot I have travelled to that spot. We called it a mile or so, and widened out in the valley. and the water was bright and clear. Knowing nothing of this water at all times, and it was delicious.

A man's rich tones, and I have not heard. for the future should attend one of these meetings, or so I heard. I tried many times to reach the top. I tried many times to scale its peak and looked down upon the scene, (Continued on page Two)

The President would ask that the statement. As sunk were the Broke and two destroyers last Tuesday. The delayed disclosures of Allied action was observed, regardless of any action. The only accidents of the Fighting French, but he did not make any statement. The government had not been consulted in advance about this action. The government had not been consulted in advance about this action. The government had not been consulted in advance about this action.
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No government could conceivably start rolling and never stop. Winter will be here almost any day, and if you get caught without sufficient fuel your family may suffer. Call us today and let us fill your coal bins. The Government encourages storing coal, and we'd like to serve before winter is making you uncomfortable.

NEITHER THE DAY NOR THE HOUR

No one can forecast the time a fire will come to you. Whenever it comes it will be inconvenient—and it may be costly if you have not taken proper precautions and adequate and proper insurance.

Now, just as winter comes and heating plants are put in operation, fires are more probable. Now is a good time to check over your insurance problems. We'll be glad to help you.

H. L. HARDY
Real Estate Co.

F. C. C. WHITE
PHONE LITE CONSTRUCTION

Lend your credit to the man who may appear in the news column correction will be made promptly.

THINKS HE'S SMART NOW.

States one way or in other. Our country has considerably more motor vehicles than all the rest of the world put together. Before the war population and good roads have brought but I will bring home the facts of war.

Fifteen years ago


Mr. Moors, well known of the town, was orderly and good felt. He was recently in charge of the motor division of the United States Army. He had charge of all the motor plants in the country.

Mr. Moors said, "We are now in the war, and it is necessary to have all our motor plants ready. We are now in the war, and it is necessary to have all our motor plants ready."

Small saplings was mossy and this happened to cause this memory to stand before me vividly.

The lender wants to bring any remittance to the best interests that if a neighbor can finagle, those short of cash are mad. The truth is that certain measures need not be submitted for consideration.

The communications are not required to be transmitted to the Army."

Wires 11 acres of 5 miles North of Fulton. Stand on Hill of good land, good barn and tobacco barn, good fence and vegetation.

The communications are not required to be submitted for consideration to the Army. A wire was sent from the Secretary of War Communications; the F. C. C. U. agrees with the communications so sent."

Blackout Notification

In regard to blackout week which is to come, a report from Franklin, Ky., says that Mr. W. W. Boone, President of the Defiance Co., will be on hand to collect the blackouts.

A wire was sent from the Secretary of War Communications to the F. C. C. U. The communications are not required to be submitted for consideration by the Army."
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tending the meeting were two visitors. Miss C. C. Oneford and Mrs. Walter Voelpel.

Summer, by Florton, by Miss Charley Byars, accompanied by Miss Virginia Owens, by Ilene LaBelle Bugg, accompanied by Mrs. Walter Voelpel.

The meeting adjourned.

Announced that there will be a January meeting.

After the program Use hostesses from the Woman's Club home on Central Avenue where we held the war savings stamp drive. Mrs. I. M. Jones' hostess to her two-table contract games Mrs. I. M. Jones, and Mrs. Harvey Maddox.

The White House was presented. Mr. and Mrs. Leon Brown with his wife and daughter stayed. Call No. 1148-J.

Last night Mr. and Mrs. Leon Brown with his wife and daughter stayed. Call No. 1148-J.

In quick answer to White and Warren and son, Limited to a modified war profits tax, limitation to investment income, and infinitely dependent to retain $27,000 or over by 30.000 families. To aid the Wages of Congress to limit the payment of dividends to shareholders, the vote was taken to override President's veto. The House of Representatives has passed the Finance Act, 1110, W. 8th.
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FULCH NEWS
By Miss Doris Jones

October and November stretches a Memphis station when his name the holiday season quite a bit and was called as first prize winner in tables plus 6 more sent by Mrs. N ay. wrvice, where ln the South Pacific.

March when he volunteered for Elliott's boy, Ray Obert. is some -

affords an opportunity to lengthen a war stamp contest Yes. Monty the "want list." Personally, ours is m seed the rest of the program and

is now awaiting the arrival of the

Mrs Jack Vaden. had his first big sylvan with Rev. H. M. Southard ib et e now * p,,,,,h t a  hi re.  a  cause frOM D.11011 last  ,week  wills

Thanksgiving? Yes, and a practi-

P. T. A.

HILL'S
Beauty Shop

LOWE'S
Cafe

Fulton's Most Popular
Restaurant

Swilt, Efficient Service
The Best in Foods

Dining Rooms in
Connection

OPEN DAY and
NIGHT

LAKE STREET
PHONE 133

L. CASNOW

Furniture
Select Yours While Our Stock Is Complete

NEW MERCHANDISE at STORE No. 1

CEDAR CHESTS
$24.95 to $42.50

DINETTE SUITS
$19.95 to $49.95

BEDROOM SUITES
$49.95 to $104.95

SOFA BEDS
$85.95 to $369.95

KITCHEN CABINETS
$31.95 to $389.95

UTILITY CABINETS
$7.95 to $27.50

TABLES: End, Coffee, Lamp, Occasional — $2.25 to $9.95

KNEE HOLE DESK
$23.95 to $93.95

CHILD'S ROCKERS (special)
$9.50

LAMPS: Table, Floor, Boudoir, Bridge, Bed, $1.80 to $8.95

CHIFFEROBES
$22.95 to $38.95

BLANKETS — double size 70x90
$2.69

SINGLE BLANKETS — woolen 72x90
$6.50

ESJO CLOSETS
$4.00 to $8.85

Gold Seal and Armstrong Rugs 9x12 deluxe brand — $6.00

FELT RUG (special) 9x12
$19.95 to $29.95

USED MERCHANDISE at STORE No. 2

Bois — Bournette Suites — Living Room Suites — Heating and Cooking: S i e c .

Dining Tables — Refrigerators — Washers — Radios — Electric and Battery Sets — Baby and Child's Cabinets — Chairs — Tables — Stoves for all makes of Washers and Refrigerators.

Just Received a Complete Line of Un-Painted Furniture.